
For more information about our products and services
please contact our sales support department

A specially formulated range of
automotive care products 

dedicated to tackling the toughest
 automotive jobs. The journey to 
a complete clean start ...            

We are driven by a passion for delivering 
unparalleled convenience and cleanliness to car 

owners around the world. As a leading 
manufacturer of high-quality automotive care 

products, we are redefining the way you 
maintain and cherish your vehicle.

We produce a wide range of automotive care 
products including wet wipes and spray for 

industrial users, in numerous categories, 
formulations, and packages. Our products are

 meticulously crafted using cutting-edge technology 
and premium ingredients, delivering results that 

exceed expectations. Say goodbye to stubborn dirt, 
grime, and smudges with ease.
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Car Dashboard Cleaner

Car Leather Protectant Cleaner

Car Body Shinning Wipes

Car Windscreen & Window Cleaner

Bug, Tar & Bird Stains Remover Wipes
Car Tyres Wipes

Grease & Grime Remover 
Wipes



Leaves glass crystal clear and 
streak-free
Effortlessly removes finger prints, 
filmy residue and more
Does not damage or affect tinted 
windows with solar film 
Ammonia-free
Convenient and functional

Leaves car surface streak-free

Effectively cleans car surface without 
damaging paintwork

Car surface will be left with a gloss 
finish and beautiful shine

Extra moist wipes for long periods 
of time

Convenient and functional

Effectively removes stubborn grime
and dirt that have been kicked up
from the road

Polishes and protects tyres
Restores shine and enhance colour
of tyres, rims and spokes

Extra moist wipes for long 
periods of time

Convenient and functional

Quick and effective in removing 
bugs, tar and bird droppings without 
damaging paintwork of car

Does not remove wax protection on 
car

Antibacterial properties

Floral scent

Streak-free formulation

Convenient and fuctional

Reach deep into grain of the leather 
to clean dirt thoroughly
Protects leather against stains, cracking, 
fading and aging

Antibacterial properties
Fresh citrus scent
Convenient and functional

Preserves the natural look and beauty 
of leather

Gets rid of grease and grime easily
and effectively without the use of 
water

Does not leave any residue

Suitable for hand and surface 
cleaning

Fresh citrus scent

Convenient and functional

Suitable for use on plastic and vinyl
dashboards
Leaves a matt finish
Provides antistatic property to surfaces
Convenient and functional

Cleans and removes dirt, dust and grime


